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Autumn’s Call

I sit up—

A chill wind greets me,

bearing tales

of thick fog, fall damp;

of silent streets lined with glints of golden glow;

of shuff-shuffling through wet leaves,

kaleidoscopes of colour;

of a lone dog’s how, a stray squirrel’s chatter,

and a scattered V of Canadian geese;

of snow’s spatter, patter of rain, droplets on pane;

and—ah, yes—

the clarion call of a distant train.

Elemental

Scent carrier, leave raker, taker

Of kites, tree king

For they all bow down to me

Highway of airplanes, companion

Of hurricanes. Opal, moan!

Howler through heather slopes, blow!

Great garden, people’s path, heath and dale

And sand of beaches blown

My neighbour is the sea. Household

Of humans, continents



Of rills and steppes, earthquakes, groan!

Smasher of city buildings, heave!

Crashing currents, cruiser’s trail, sailing boats run

Out on blue-green glass

Then, lashing out in bitter words. Coral crusted palaces

Angles of the dark marine

Octopus and crab, crawl!

Beater of mossy rocks – CRASH!

Wood wilter, forest feaster, devourer

Of land. Bread baker

When I am tamed and walled

Smelter of steal, a blacksmith’s

Burnished slave. Stars, blaze!

Consuming planets, roar!

Snowflakes in Sunlight

Golden flakes falling from the sky

Changed through Nature’s alchemy

By the celestial stone

Some sort of miracle before my eyes

That snow and light can free

Wild souls which stand alone

The Wind and I

Alone, I watched the wind

From the sea

Stirring the waters,



Scattering sand,

Whispering secrets softly to flowers

Running through grass

Which carpets the land.

Idly plucking the leaves

Off the trees

Forming mosaics

By wafting them round.

Climbing the slate clouds, the icy air blew

Settling snowflakes, down to the ground.

Alone, I sat in my house

Near the hearth

Begging, the wind came –

Rapping my windows

Knocking on doors and gaining no answers

Sighing he leaves

Where does he go?

Nobody knows.

And I sit alone.

Gentle Lesson

Falling snow

Of purple, blue and red

Petals wafted by the wind

I felt them softly soothe my face

And wondered

How I sometimes close my eyes

To the dark, blue sky

White clouds, sparkling starred heavens



Falling snow

Of purple, blue and red

Petals wafted by the wind

I felt them softly soothe my face

Ah!

How the weak and gentle

In life give more

Comfort than all material things

[untitled sonnet]

I stand alone among the stars and glimpse the night

without. Within, the darkness lies and grows. My soul

burns bright—a fire inside my veins—there fills a hole

with passion deep and dark. Here, here my mind takes flight.

An enemy inside the mirror stands and waits

Upon the day when barriers of reason break—

when rationale and self-control must I forsake—

and ride capricious waves until the storm abates.

Now vi’lence and desire burn away the mask

I bear so willingly for you from day to day.

Each minute spent with you, rejecting id, must pay

a price most dear. And so, before me lies a task:

to traverse lands fill’d vividly with searing heat—

to find myself, my mind now whole—mastered—complete.


